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Abstract

In this paper we present and discuss a novel architec-
tural approach supporting the integration among legacy in-
formation systems of autonomous organizations. It is based
on the use of a data warehouse in a new conceptual role.
Namely, we propose to use it during design and implementa-
tion of a cooperative information system as a tool support-
ing the coherence maintenance of the underlying databases
and the efficient management of accesses to them. Our ap-
proach is rooted in the SICC project for cadastral data ex-
change among italian Municipalities, Ministry of Finance,
Notaries and Certified Land Surveyors. Research results
reported here are an abstraction of solutions introduced
in the SICC project and validated through a number of
inter-organizationcooperative informationsystems projects
managed by the “Coordinamento dei Progetti Intersettori-
ali” of AIPA, the Italian Authority for Information Technol-
ogy in Public Administration.

Keywords: cooperative information systems, interoper-
ability, access management.

1 Introduction

The development of cooperative information systems is
an issue that has become more and more important in the
last ten years [3], due both to the explosion of the avail-
ability of network connections and to the always increasing

presence in any organization of computerized information
systems used in everyday activities.

This is even more complex due to the fact that organiza-
tions have developed, during the last thirty years, their own
information systems without thinking and designing them
in terms of cooperation with entities outside their bound-
aries.

The use of advanced technologies (e.g., Distributed
Databases [1], Wrappers and Mediators [2]) can be of help
in dealing with some of the technical issues, but it is deadly
wrong to think that it is a first step to be anyway under-
taken and that, once these technologies are put in place, the
cooperative information system will be easily obtained by
just implementing the needed interface layers and the over-
all layer of coordination.

One of the objectives that is hardest to reach in the develop-
ment of cooperative information systems is thecoherence
of the overall (distributed) set of data. On one side, in fact,
data are independently and autonomously managed by the
various organizations. On the other one, data are needed
and used also outside the organization producing/managing
them and controlling their changes.

These clashing situations will produce incoherence in the
overall set of data, sooner or later, with absolute certainty.
Since the lack of coherence derives from an organizational
problem, then the technical solution has to be designed in a
way to match needs and behaviour of the organizations in-
volved. Moreover, the technical solution has to be designed
so to provide good performances of the overall system.



Hence the issue is which means we have at disposal to
provide during the design of a cooperative information sys-
tem a feasible solution to all the above requirements.

To overcome this problem, in this paper we propose and
discuss a new architectural approach, namely theAccess
Keys Warehouseapproach, to be used for the development
of cooperative information systems integrating legacy infor-
mation systems of autonomous organizations.

This approach proposes a novel role for the concept
of Data Warehouse, namely suggests that a (new kind of)
warehouse can be set up to guide and controlaccesses to the
underlying databases. This allows to solve the coherency
problem with good overall performances and to provide a
methodological guidance for the development of a cooper-
ative information system.

The approach is rooted in the SICC project [?, ?, 10],
launched by AIPA in 1995 to deal with coherence mainte-
nance issues in cadastral data exchange, as required by the
law [8]. Further details on the SICC project are given in
Appendix A.

Since then, the “Coordinamento dei Progetti Intersettori-
ali” of AIPA, the Italian Authority for Information Technol-
ogy in Public Administration (PA), has successfully used
solutions first introduced in the SICC project in a num-
ber of inter-organization cooperative information systems
projects, with the aim of defining an Information Technol-
ogy infrastructure for inter-organization cooperation among
PA organizations. This is within the more general frame-
work of the development of an Information Technology and
Telematics infrastructure (namely RUPA - “Rete Unitaria
della Pubblica Amministrazione”) able to support, for the
various PA organizations, both their internal work and ser-
vice supplying to citizens [4].

Hence, beyond its theoretical value, the strength of our
approach derives from having been validated in other real-
life projects.

The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we
describe in detail the scenario our proposal makes reference
to, while Section 3 discusses what has been proposed un-
til now to design cooperative information systems in such
a scenario. Next, the Access Keys Warehouse approach
is presented at a general level in Section 4 and at a more
formal one in Section 5. Subsequently, Section 6 gives a
conceptual view of the system architecture, while Section 7
shows its use in some typical scenarios. Section 8 concludes
the paper. In Appendix A we describe a real-life example,
taken from the Italian PA, of the scenario introduced in Sec-
tion 2.

2 The scenario

The scenario we consider is the following:

� there are many large and autonomous organizations
which have to cooperate so thateach one of them is
able to reach its own goals, that are usually set by some
external entity (e.g., a law, a statute);

� each organization has, since a long time, developed
its own computerized information systems, which is
maintained and expanded within the organization it-
self;

� an organization is not the source/manager of all the
data it needs to reach its own goals: interaction with
other organizations to obtain data that are needed al-
ways happens through the exchange of certified mes-
sages; in some cases the interaction flow is specified
by a law;

� there is no real possibility of forcing and/or coordinat-
ing changes in the legacy information systems of the
various organizations;

� there are scarce resources (i.e. time and/or money)
available to afford a re-engineering process, even for
a single legacy information system;

� legacy information systems have to remain operational
to continue providing their services to organizations.

The above described scenario is typical of the Italian PA
(and possibly of the Public Administration of other coun-
tries). The large organizations are the various ministries
(e.g., the Ministry of Finance) and public companies (e.g.,
the National Institute for Social Welfare). An example of
a goal of an organization is to support a government action
(e.g., to help government in deciding about changes in tax-
ation rates for the various income levels) or to provide a
specific service to citizens (e.g., to keep a citizen up-to-date
with its rights and duties according to the relevant pension
schema).

There are two aspects of the Italian PA making its situation
a very hard case for the development of cooperative infor-
mation systems:

� the various ministries and public companies have a
long standing tradition of autonomy and indepen-
dence, both at the central government level and at the
regional level;

� there is a huge variety of organizational models, soft-
ware and hardware architectures, and technological
frameworks, with different change dynamics.

We are aware of no other organization in the world, having
these characteristics, that has defined a strategy to solve in
an acceptable way the problem of developing cooperative
information systems in the described scenario.
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In this scenario, to increase efficiency of the organizations
and effectiveness of their action, it would be really useful
to have cooperative information systems supporting the in-
teraction between them. But their development can only be
successful if it realizes some form of integration between
the legacy information system.

To reach this goal, the most critical issue is how to en-
force and maintain the coherence of the overall (distributed)
set of data. The problem is that in this scenario there are cer-
tainly some data that are independently and autonomously
managed by an organization, but which are to be necessarily
used also outside it. Hence the problem is that an organiza-
tion needs to use some data but has not a full control over
them and the way they change.

A simple two-levels example describes this coherency is-
sue.

Assume there are three organizations, namelyA, B, and
C, working on data sets that are partially shared at a con-
ceptual level. Let us assume, for the sake of the discussion,
that a single integrated conceptual schema of the whole set
of data is available. It is clear that, since data are physically
recorded in databases distributed among different organiza-
tions and independently managed, critical coherency issues
arise when data change.

In particular consider, at the first level, the case where
organizationA communicates the change of value for data
itemX to organizationB. ItemX is usually recorded and
managed byA while B just uses it. OrganizationC is in-
terested inX, also, and, for its organizational purposes, has
asked in the past its value toA and kept a record of it. It
is clear that, even if at the current moment the interaction
is betweenA andB only, C is certainly interested in such
a change. But one can neither impose toA to communi-
cate the change ofX to every organization that asked for its
value in the past (take just into account the complexity of
keeping track of these requests) nor pretend thatC periodi-
cally pollsA to ask if any update occurred toX. In this last
case, in fact, beyond the additional burden that this corre-
lation would impose to organizations involved, consider the
highly critical issue of synchronization delay. This is poten-
tially very dangerous, since it would make it appear that the
value stored inC is up-to-date with the original value inA,
while it is not and the change has not yet been propagated.

But there is more. It may well be the case, to consider
the second level of coherence maintenance, that attributeX

has many conceptual relations with other data managed by
C for its purposes. It may then happen that this update of
X causes a mismatch betweenX itself and the other data to
which it is bound withinC. It is clearly infeasible that one
pretendsA takes into account such a potential mismatch
while carrying out its update but, on the other side, it is also
clear thatC has to have some means to efficiently correlate
the change ofX with the reality it manages.

3 How the scenario is tackled in current ap-
proaches

The development of cooperative information systems in
the above described scenario is currently based on a variable
mixtures of the following approaches [5]:

� legacy information systems are wrapped using object
oriented technology and foreach of them some func-
tions and data are made visible (orexposed) so that the
legacy system can provideservicesto its outside,

� synchronization among legacy systems is provided by
means of thepublish & subscribeinteraction proto-
col 1,

� somemiddle-warelayer is implemented to realize co-
ordination and cooperation functions by using as black
boxes the exposed services provided by the encapsu-
lated systems; in the most advanced proposals, func-
tions in this layer are realized by referring to the con-
cept of broker (or mediator), as independent agent
facilitating the interaction among the wrapped sys-
tems [5].

The main drawback of such an approach is that by con-
sidering legacy information systems as black boxes, if one
then implements coherence maintenance functions in the
middle-ware layer using the exposed services this may
be catastrophic in terms of performances. In fact, for
each change in attributeX, to which an organization is
interested, the execution of coherence maintenance func-
tions may activate many and many internal functions of
the legacy information systems involved in the cooperative
framework.

Given the wrapping approach, in fact,access number
and access paths required to a legacy information sys-
tem by the execution of coherence maintenance func-
tions are completely out of the control of the designer.
This is definitively not a good design practice and cannot be
accepted.

The critical issue is that an interaction mechanism based
on the publish & subscribe concept can be realized rather
easily, even in presence of legacy systems, by wrapping
them using object oriented technology and implementing
synchronization mechanism in the middle-ware layer. Un-
fortunately, this advantage of the wrapping approach is a
serious drawback from an engineering point of view, in this
specific case, sinceit does not allow to evaluate and mea-
sure the impact on performances of the wrapped systems
deriving from outside requests. Hence it is not possible to
perform a rightsizing of the overall cooperative information

1 It is not reasonable to use in this scenario other protocols, due to the
quadratic number of interactions they develop in the worst case.
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system with a cost-benefit approach and it is not in general
possible to provide reliable performances independently of
the costs involved.

Furthermore, an unrestricted use of the publish & sub-
scribe mechanism in a scenario like the one described in
Section 2, is going to severely affect the performances of
the overall system. In fact, if any of the subscribers of a
given class of data receives allupdates toeach elements of
the class, this degrades the efficiency of the overall system
whenever subscribers are more than some tenths and/or an
update is of a size of more than some hundred of Kilobytes.

Before entering into the description of theAccess Keys
Warehouseapproach, presented in Section 4, the reader
may wish to have a look in Appendix A to a real-life ex-
ample of the scenario introduced in Section 2.

4 The Access Keys Warehouse approach: a
general description

To solve the cooperative information system develop-
ment in the above described scenario we introduce in this
paper theAccess Keys Warehouse(AKW) approach. This
is a novel architectural approach allowing to smoothly de-
velop, in a cost-effective way, cooperative information sys-
tems supporting interaction among autonomous organiza-
tions.

With this approach the designer of the cooperative infor-
mation system has the possibility of taking intoaccount the
impact on performances during the rightsizing phase and to
define the system according to these requirements.

We can informally describe, at a high abstraction level, the
AKW approach by referring to the two-levels coherence
maintenance problem introduced in Section 2.

Then, at the first level, a system implemented according to
the AKW approach has acoherence maintenancerole, con-
trolling the evolution of the cooperative information system
so to ensure it is always up-to-date with the original sources
of data.

The technical device making this possible is a mapping
among the data items existing in the various distributed
databases and that are of interest for the cooperation. This
mapping is created and maintained by the system services
of the AKW approach, and is realized through anexchange
identifiers database. This is adata repositorycontaining,
from a virtual point of view only , all data items that can be
found in various databases of a distributed systems. From
a physical point of view most of data items remains at their
locations.

The consequence is that, at the first level of the coher-
ence maintenance problem, with the use of the exchange
identifiers database one needs to propagate variations only

for access keys and not for every data items changing its
value in the cooperative information system.

Theexchange identifiers databaseis physically built, but
contains onlyaccess keysand logical links for data items
in the various databases of the distributed system. The ac-
cess keys are attribute names, selected from the existing at-
tributes in the underlying databases: the main rule in or-
der to select them is that their concatenation constitutes a
unique identifier for the data item. Logical links provide the
access paths to thephysical (distributed) databases where
further data elements about the identified data can be found.

Note that attributes in the exchange identifiers database
act towards legacy systems as access keys: their value is
used to query legacy systems. Hence they arenot physi-
cal pointers, and the legacy systems maintain their indepen-
dence and transparency both with respect to location and to
implementation.

At the second level, a system implemented according to the
AKW approach has anaccess managementrole, guiding ac-
cesses to the legacy systems referred by the logical links so
that accesses are minimally intrusive, have a minimal im-
pact on their performances and correlations required for co-
herence maintenance internally to the legacy sistems can be
efficiently executed.

The technical device making this possible is once again
theexchange identifiers database. In fact, in its design, at-
tribute names have been selected to enter into it with two
criteria:

� the set of selected attributes has to be small enough so
that its materialization can be efficiently managed and
queried;

� the set of selected attributes has to be large enough so
to be able to contain all access keys needed to deal with
coherence maintenance issues internally to the legacy
systems while keeping their performances at an accept-
able level,

With respect to data involved in the cooperative application,
we can identify, broadly speaking,Suppliers andUsersof
data. A Supplier is any entity generating a data item and/or
entitled to change it, while a User is any entity interested to
use a data item for its own purposes. The exchange identi-
fiers database keeps a record of which are Users and Sup-
pliers for the various data items.

The exchange identifiers database is populated using
data existing in the various distributed locations. Values of
access keys are supplied by the organizations involved in the
interaction while the correlation of these values is knowl-
edge added during the design and materialization process
of the exchange identifiers database.

A given organization can be, of course, both a Supplier
and a User, even for the same data item. The Supplier of
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an attribute name in the exchange identifiers database is the
only that can insert, modify, or delete values for that at-
tribute in the database itself.

The active part of a system based on the AKW approach
features two main components,each of them providing a
class of services:

� application services, allowing Users to access data
items they need, and allowing Suppliers to change data
items or to generate new ones, both in a punctual way
(i.e., one at a time) and in a batch one (i.e., a set at a
time);

� system services, to keep coherence among the vari-
ous sources of data items and of changes to them, to
avoid incoherence during updates from Suppliers and
their dispatching to Users, to certify answers to Users
queries, to implement security and access right con-
trols.

Application services are those specific to the cooperative in-
formation system supported by the AKW architecture. The
set of databases affected by the cooperative information sys-
tem is called theapplication domainof the AKW architec-
ture. System services are generic and independent from the
specific application domain.

Note that a single cooperative information system based
on the AKW approach may be designed so to support more
than one application domain. In such a case, a different set
of application services is defined for each domain2.

5 A formalization of the exchange identifiers
database

For this formalization it is useful to make reference to
the framework for a Data Warehouse architecture described
in [6, 7]. For the sake of clarity, in the following we briefly
describe such a framework.

The framework is characterized by the following ele-
ments:

� theConceptual Data Warehouse Schemerepresenting
the concepts that are of the interest of the Data Ware-
house application;

� theLogical Data Warehouse Schemedescribing at the
logical level, in terms of the Conceptual Data Ware-
house Scheme, the contents of theMaterialized View
Storeof the Data Warehouse;

2The issue of interrelations among many application domains and their
cooperative information systems is at a higher level of complexity and
is currently being analyzed in AIPA. Application domains sharing some
data at conceptual level might also share some application services. But in
this paper we focus only on the building of single cooperative information
system.

� the Logical Source Schemesdescribing at the logi-
cal level, in terms of the Conceptual Data Warehouse
Scheme, the Data Warehouse views of theSource
Databases;

The Data Warehouse application makes up the Material-
ized View Store by starting from actual data in the Source
Databases by means ofwrappersandmediators. The wrap-
pers map the physical structure of data stores to the Logical
Source Schemes. The mediators act according to the Logi-
cal Data Warehouse Scheme and ask the wrappers for actual
data.

In our approach we propose a Data Warehouse Scheme of
a different nature. We call itAccess Key Scheme(AKS),
since it is a scheme describing only access keys for items
in the various sources. AKS is the scheme of the exchange
identifiers database introduced in the previous section.

From a formal point of view we can describe AKS as it
follows.

Let U be the whole reality of interest for the cooperative
information system one is designing. Any element inU has
associated the value of somefeatures(in general, a very
large number of them). Examples of features are the given
name of a person, the color of a car, the price of a book, and
so on. Relations in the various Source Databases represent
(elements of)U by storing values for various features of the
elements ofU as values of their attributes. Each Source
Database of course represents the features that are more rel-
evant to the fragment of the reality of interest it is modeling.

Features are specified by partial functionsf : U 7! Df ,
whereDf is a domain whose extent is invariant with respect
to the state of the overall system. Values ofDf have to be
representable in a logical data model for databases. Exam-
ples ofDf are: integers, char, strings, and so on. Hence,
features are functions whose role is to provide values, stored
in the database as values of attributes in tuples, to charac-
teristics of elements ofU .

AKS is a set of relation schemes defined so to allow to sup-
port coherence maintenance among a setA of attributes be-
longing to Source Databases. In order to specify AKS, for
each attributea 2 A of a relationR in a Source Database:

� a uniquely identified feature namefa has to be given,

� a functionia : R 7! U , calledreferencefor a, has to
be associated; the reference is completely specified by
providing a subsetIa of attributes ofR such that for
eacht1; t2 2 R the fact thatia(t1) = ia(t2) implies
Ia(t1) = Ia(t2), whereIa(t) = �Ia(t).

� a declaration to be of kind eithersupplieroruserhas to
be provided; correspondingly, we say thatR is either a
supplieror auserof fa.
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With the above positions, an overall representation is de-
fined for any feature namefa such thata is of kind supplier.
This representation is defined by the aggregation of values
of attributes of the kind supplier sharing the feature’s name,
according to the following definition.

Definition 5.1 For eachx 2 U the value offa(x) is de-
fined if and only if for each tuplet in each relationR in any
Source Database a unique valuey exists such that the fact
thatR is a supplier offa and ia(t) = x impliest:a = y.
Then the value offa(x) is y.

We can now formally define what is the coherence of a
relation.

Definition 5.2 A relationR is coherentwith respect to the
cooperative information system if and only if for each at-
tributea ofR which is of kind user and for eacht 2 R it is
fa(ia(t)) = t:a.

Then AKS is a set of relation schemes such that for each
attributea whose coherence needs to be maintained in the
cooperative information system a relation schemeSa exists
in AKS such that for each relationR in any Source Database
which is a user ofa then attributes representing indexIR:a
belong toSa. Note that, given two relationsR andQ and
an attributea, belonging to both of them, for whichR is a
supplier andQ is a user, theniR:a andiQ:a need not to be
the same function.

For example,R is f name, birth-date, birth-place,
address g, a is address, and Q is f name,
social-security-number, address g, IR:address = f
name, birth-date, birth-place g, and IQ:address = f
social-security-number g. Then, to maintain the co-
herence of the values ofaddress, in AKS we have
Saddress = fname, birth-date, birth-place, social-
security-numberg.

Note that the correctness of an attribute value is not some-
thing directly dealt with in the definition and materializa-
tion of the AKS. Suppliers for a given attribute are the only
ones responsible for correctness, while AKS is only used in
dealing with the maintenance of coherence among relations
supplying values and relations using them.

An AKS requires, in general, that mediators and wrappers
are of a different nature than in the standard framework.
Also, having an AKS implies, from an extensional point of
view, that the content of an Access Keys Warehouse is al-
ways a subset of a Data Warehouse for the same Enterprise
Model. But anyhow, the choice of having an AKS instead
of a full Data Warehouse Schema, while allowing to fully
satisfy requirements imposed by the scenario described in
Section 2 is not forbidding to extend the Access Key Ware-
house to a fully blown Data Warehouse.

6 System services of the AKW approach

We now give a conceptual description of thesystem ser-
vicesof the AKW approach, that are the dynamic part sup-
porting coherence maintenance functions. We do not de-
scribe here services supporting AKS design activities. Fur-
ther details can be found in [13].

There are five classes of system services:

� Certification: services in this class check that the in-
teraction among Users and Suppliers has developed as
planned. They also certify this interaction and record
it for any future certification request.

� Publication: services allowing to let an organization
to declare public its attribute(s) and to allow organiza-
tions to know which attributes have been made pub-
lic by others. Both supplier and user attributes can be
made public. In the former case, this allows to other
organizations only to query its values and/or to receive
its updates, while in the latter one this means that other
organizations can request to the organization that has
made the attribute public to change its values.

Note that only an attributea for which a relation
schemeSa has been defined in AKS can be made pub-
lic, otherwise the AKW system would not be able to
support coherence maintenance for them.

� Acceptance: services allowing to an organization that
is interested to variations of an attributea for which
a relation schemeSa has been defined in AKS to let
the AKW system knows this interest, so that any fu-
ture change of attribute values is also forwarded to it,
together with values for attributes inIa.

To this request, a set of other attributes in AKS can
also be associated with two purposes:

– to obtain the updated value together with a set of
correlated values that are relevant for the organi-
zation to efficiently maintain internal coherence
in its Source Database,

– to enable the AKW system to dispatch the up-
dated value only on the satisfaction of suitable
conditions on the correlated values so that the
overall performances are not degraded.

� Synchronization: whenever a supplier attribute made
public in AKS changes its values, services in this class
allow to the AKW system to receive theupdate from
the supplier and to dispatch it to other organizations
having requested to be informed. To enable the noti-
fication of the change, correlated values are retrieved
and the satisfaction of conditions is checked.
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Note that the introduction of the exchange identifiers
database is critical to implement Synchronization ser-
vices without the unacceptable degradation of perfor-
mances of the overall system that would derive from
an unrestricted broadcast of any change to all organi-
zations.

� Alert: managing incoherence signals. It may happen
that a change in an attribute value, when notified to a
requesting organization, raises a local coherency prob-
lem between its new value and the current situation ex-
isting in Source Database of the notified organization.
In such a case the notified organization will certainly
not update its Source Database, but will send and inco-
herence signal to the AKW system.

Note that the AKW system will usually not take a de-
cision about how to solve this incoherence, since this
is an organizational problem. AKW only offers an effi-
cient technical solution to be aware of and to deal with
this incoherence.

Both system services and application services are based
on theasynchronous modelsince it is more suited to an
effective, reliable, and secure implementation.

For the same reasons, all data flows have been designed
so to beself-identifiable. This means that all data needed
to completely identify source and destination of the flow,
service requested and its outcome, service and quality pa-
rameters, are contained within the flow itself.

7 Some typical scenarios and the use of AKW
approach

In this section we show three typical scenarios of the
use of the AKW approach. Cases are presented with ref-
erence to the framework of the Conceptual Data Warehouse
Scheme [6, 7] recalled in Section 5.

Note that the materialization of the exchange identifiers
database requires knowledge that is not necessarily present
in any of the Source Database and has to be added during
the materialization process (see also the first scenario be-
low). Note that such a knowledge is extensional since it
allows to say that two elementst andt0 in U , retrieved by
means of two, generally independent, indexesIa and I 0

a0

applied to two different relations, are the same element of
U . Hence no change to any schema in a Source Database is
required or implied.

As suggested in Section 6, to make the execution of
Synchronization services more efficient the index for at-
tributes can be enlarged beyond what is strictly necessary to
uniquely identify an element ofU (see also the second and
third scenario below). This is a crucial design decision and

the AKW approach offers a clear and precise framework to
deal with it.

7.1 Synchronization between entities

Let R1 andR2 be two relations in two different Source
Databases. AssumeR1 andR2 represent respectively two
classesC1 andC2 in their Source Schemes andC1 andC2

are both subclasses of a same classC of the Conceptual
Data Warehouse Scheme. Assume alsoC has a feature�
(see figure 1). For example,C1 is the class of the residents
in a certain city,C2 the class of the tax-payers,C the class
of the persons, and� is the birth-date.

AssumeR1:a1 andR2:a2 have associated the same fea-
ture name�, whereR1:a1 is a supplier with indexIR1:a1 ,
R2:a2 is a user with indexIR2 :a2 , andIR1:a1 andIR2:a2 are
superkeys for, respectively,R1 andR2. Values provided by
the superkeys provide, in general, different representation
for a same element ofU . The (extensional) knowledge rep-
resented withinR1 andR2 does not allows, in general, to
keep the synchronization among values ofR1:a1 andR2:a2.

In such a case the missing (extensional) knowledge has
to be expressed in the materialization of AKS usingIR1

and IR2
. Such a database has to correctly associate su-

perkeys of relations involved so that it is possible to cor-
rectly determine, for eacht 2 R1 and for eacht0 2 R2 if
iR1:a1 (t) = iR2:a2(t

0) or not.
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Figure 1. Synchronization between entities

7.2 Synchronization between an entity and a re-
lation

Let R1 andR2 be two relations in two different Source
Databases. AssumeR1 andR2 represent respectively two
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classesC1 andC2 in their Source Schemes. ClassC2 rep-
resents the association of elements ofC1 with elements of a
third class, in the sense that each element ofC2 is a couple
made up by one element ofC1 and one element of the third
class. Assume alsoC1 has a feature� (see figure 2). For
example,C1 is the class of the residents in a certain city,
C2 the class representing the ownership, by a resident, of a
building, and� is the birth-date.

AssumeR1:a1 andR2:a2 have associated the same fea-
ture name�, whereR1:a1 is a supplier with indexIR1:a1

andR2:a2 is a user with indexIR2:a2 . In this caseIR1:a1

is a superkey forR1, while IR2:a2 may not necessarily be
a superkey ofR2. In fact, each element ofR2 may be the
aggregation of many components of which the feature with
name� characterize only a part. E.g., an instance ofR2

may represent the sale act of the building.
In such a case the enlargement ofIR2:a2 with other at-

tributes regards only the efficiency of retrieval inR2 of all
tuples where a variation of the value ofa1 in R1 has to be
reported.
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Figure 2. Synchronization between an entity
and a relation

7.3 Synchronization between an aggregation class
and its components

LetR1; : : : ; Rn andR ben+ 1 relations inn+1 differ-
ent Source Databases. AssumeR1; : : : ; Rn andR represent
respectivelyn+1 classesC1; : : : ; Cn, andC in their Source
Schemes, whereC1; : : : ; Cn are a partition ofC. Assume
alsoC has a feature� (see figure 3). For example,Ci, for
1 � i � n, represents the residents in a given municipality,
whileC represents the residents in the whole country. This
is subject to the constraint that each resident in the coun-

try has to belong to exactly one municipality and vice-versa
each resident in a municipality is a resident in the country.
Feature� represents the birth-date.

Such a scenario has two variations, corresponding to two
different organizational realities. They are characterized by
the fact thatR is a supplier or a user of�.

Assume then, in the first case, thatRi:ai, 1 � i � n,
andR:a have associated the same feature name�, where
Ri:ai is a supplier with indexIRi:ai andR:a is a user with
indexIR:a. In such a case Definition 5.1 causes the defeat-
ing of values for attributesai andaj for every element of
U represented in relationsRi andRj, i 6= j, with different
values forai andaj. In this way the system would provide
different values for the same feature name: this is equiva-
lent to say that this value is unknown, hence it cannot be
reported to users of it. The coherence manager introduced
in Section 4 uses this defeating mechanism to avoid differ-
ent Source Databases provide different values for the same
element ofU and also to enforce in Source Databases con-
straints like the partitioning one introduced above.

In the second case the assumption is thatRi:ai, 1 � i �
n, andR:a have associated the same feature name�, where
Ri:ai is a user with indexIRi:ai andR:a is a supplier with
index IR:a. Now, under the further assumption that resi-
dents are uniquely identified only if the name of municipal-
ity where they are resident is also used, to allow for a correct
synchronization of variations of values of the birth-date in-
dexIR:a has to be enlarged to allow the identification of the
relation corresponding to the municipality of residence. On
the other side, if residents have a unique identification key
independently from the municipality of residence, the en-
largement ofIR:a is just a matter of efficiency of the system
in identifying the relation interested by a variation.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced a novel architectural
approach, namely theAccess Keys Warehouseapproach,
to be used for the development of cooperative information
systems supporting the integration among legacy informa-
tion systems of autonomous organizations.

This approach proposes a novel role for the concept
of Data Warehouse, namely suggests that a (new kind of)
warehouse can be set up to guide and controlaccesses
to underlying databases. This allows to solve coherency
problems with good overall performances and to provide
a methodological guidance for the development of a coop-
erative information system.

With the AKW approach the following advantages are
gained:

� an organization is not deprived from a full control over
its own data, which continue to be managed within its
boundaries; hence this approach is “organization safe”;
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Figure 3. Synchronization between an aggre-
gation class and its components

� an organization has not to change its way of working or
its computerized information system; in other words,
the approach is “organization driven”, since the tech-
nical solution follows the organization behaviour;

� the system that is built can be managed by any of the
organizations involved in the interaction, even if the
access keys are not created/managed by it. In fact,
since the exchange identifiers database knows who is
the supplier of a key, it does not allow the control over
that key to go outside the controlling organization. In
other words, it knows that the only “certified instance”
of the access key can be found at the organization own-
ing it.

Please note that the last point above is really critical to let
organizations be really involved in the cooperative applica-
tion development, since otherwise the desire of not to lose
control over data that are crucial for their mission will keep
them away from cooperation.

It is as well planned to use the AKW approach in the imple-
mentation of other inter-organization cooperative informa-
tion systems for the italian Public Administration, that are
currently in the definition phase at AIPA.
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A The Case of the Italian Cadaster

Here we describe a real-life example of the scenario in-
troduced in Section 2, taken from the Italian PA.

A.1 Cadastral Data in Italy

The Cadaster, in the italian situation, has the role of be-
ing the public registry of real estates and land properties. As
such, it has always been managed at the central administra-
tion level, namely by the italian Ministry of Finance. The
access key in the Cadaster to data about real estates and land
properties is expressed in terms of the unique code of mu-
nicipality where they are located and of four cadastral codes
referring to cadastral maps of increasing level of detail.

A Municipality has the objective of planning and man-
aging land use. For this purpose it mainly uses toponymy
information about properties. Henceaccess key for Munic-
ipalities is street name, plus possibly house number on the
street and flat number.

From a physical point of view, Cadaster data are managed
by the Land Department of the Ministry of Finance through
its Land Offices (“Uffici del Territorio” = UTEs) that are
present at the level of Provinces, which are a subdivision of
the main administrative partition of Italy in Regions and an
aggregation of Municipalities.

The Ministry of Finance, as required by the law, uses
cadastral data to keep record of and to certify location and
planimetry of properties. Note that, according to italian law,
taxes on real estates and land properties have to be based
on their cadastral value (“rendita catastale”), that is strictly
depending on location and planimetry of properties.

Furthermore, through its Estate Public Registry Offices
(“Conservatorie Immobiliari”), the Ministry of Finance also
keeps record of and certify ownership rights and mortgage
rights relative to properties.

Municipalities also have their databases about real estates
and land properties. These are used, as set by the law, to
support and manage actions in the sectors of Toponymy,
Fiscality, Public Works, and Land Management.

It is hence clear that there is a continuous exchange flow of
cadastral data among Municipalities, Ministry of Finance,
Notaries and Certified Land Surveyors.

Note also that cadastral databases are not managed at a sin-
gle central location but at the more than 100 Land Offices
(UTEs) of the Ministry of the Finance. This means that
there is not a single centralized system, but more than 100
systems, geographically distributed over the whole italian
territory.

Size of data bases managed by Municipalities is largely
variable, considering that about 6.000 of the 8.102 italian

municipalities have less then 5.000 citizens, but 8 of the 20
Region chief towns have more than one million inhabitants.

Typical queries on cadastral data bases are:

� cadastral certificationquery (“Visura Catastale”), re-
quiring a certificate about location and cadastral value
of a real estate/ land parcel; please note that such a cer-
tificate is needed by notaries in all sale acts and buyers
pay a fee to obtain it from the Cadaster;

� planimetry certificationquery, requiring a certificate
about planimetry of a real estate; such a certificate
is often required during sale transactions to check if
the current situation of the real estate is coherent with
respect to to the situation recorded in the cadastral
databases,

� updatequery, submitting a request to change, for a
given real estate/ land parcel, some piece of informa-
tion of geometric nature or of descriptive nature.

In one of the largest cities, every year there are about
750.000 requests for cadastral certificates.

The number of yearly geometric updates to cadastral
databases is about 250.000. These updates always triggers
further updates, since a geometric change affects one or
more of the following aspects of a real estate or land prop-
erty:

� property rights and mortgage rights,

� fiscal nature,

� destination and allowable usage.

To deal with coherence maintenance issues in cadastral
data exchange, as required by the law [8], AIPA started in
1995 the SICC project [9, 10, 11, 12], with the participation
of Ministry of Finance and ANCI, the association of italian
municipalities.

A.2 How incoherence is generated in this case

We now describe a typical interaction among entities that
interact in the case of Cadaster to show how the generic
example presented in Section 2 looks like in this specific
case.

A Certified Land Surveyor (entityA of the generic example)
prepares for a client a request for a variation to an apartment
(e.g., to divide a large apartment in two smaller ones). The
request is composed by some descriptive data and some ge-
ometric data and is stored in a database in the surveyor’s
office.
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The surveyor prints the request and send it by registered
mail to the pertinent cadastral office of the Ministry of Fi-
nance (entityB). The office, having checked that every-
thing has been doneaccording to current laws and that data
are coherent with data stored in cadastral databases executes
the update.

The municipality the apartment is located in (entityC)
has an interest in knowing such a change for local tax rea-
sons (e.g., the two smaller apartments are different subjects,
from a fiscal point of view, than the previous one). The sur-
veyor has on obligation to get an approval for the change
from the Building Service of the municipality before sub-
mitting the request to the Cadaster. Of course, until the re-
quest is received from the Cadaster the change has not really
happened.

But neither the cadastral office nor the surveyor have any
legal obligation to inform the municipality when the change
really happens, i.e. when the request has been accepted by
the Cadaster. This is the duty of the owner of the apart-
ment and if he/she forgets to comply with this obligation,
the municipalities may never be aware of the change until
an inspector is sent in the apartment to check the situation.

Let us now consider the coherence problem at the second
level. Assume that, in the division of the apartment in two
smaller ones, one of the two has received a new apartment
number and has been registered in the cadastral data base
with it. Assume now the municipality is informed of the
change, when it happens, but it discovers that the way the
apartment has received the new number is incoherent with
municipal regulations for numbering apartments (e.g., the
new number is one plus the old highest number in the build-
ing while the current regulations require adding a letter to
the old number). Note that such a mistake may have been
unnoticed or unchecked in the prior request for approval
submitted from the surveyor to the municipality. In fact,
the Building Service of the municipality is not the one in
charge of such a check on apartment numbering (the To-
ponymy Service is in charge) and regulations require that
the submission of the change request to the Cadaster only
needs the approval of the Building Service.

When the municipality receives the communication of
the change it will try to have the Surveyor and the Cadaster
change their databases according to such a regulation. But
since most probably cadastral databases will already have
been updated by then and since this issue of apartment num-
bering is not something the Cadaster has, by the law, to re-
ally care about, no action will be taken and the incoherence
will remain there.

A.3 Implementation of the AKW architecture in
the Cadaster case

The use of the AKW approach fully supports the SICC
project targets, since it allows to progressively synchronize
the various distributed databases. This increase in database
correlation then means that data manipulation can be more
and more de-centralized towards municipalities while keep-
ing, as required by the law, a central high-level control.

The first prototype of the SICC project was implemented in
1995 by AIPA and the italian National Research Council.
This prototype proved the feasibility of the technical solu-
tion and of the organizational model proposed.

Then SOGEI, the italian company managing the computer-
ized information system of the Ministry of Finance, devel-
oped a second prototype, with a better degree of integration
among cadastral data and services. This prototype has been
put into operations in peripheral offices of Neaples munici-
pality in May 1997.

It was then subsequently validated, through the involve-
ment of about 100 Municipalities ranging from Region
chief towns to very small ones and a small sample of no-
taries and certified land surveyors, for about one year.

Finally, in September 1998 the engineereed system, named
SISTER [10] and developed as well by SOGEI, has been
put into nation-wide operation.

Access to the system is through a WEB-based interface
and the effectiveness of its use is demonstrated by the sharp
increase of requests managed by it during the first months.
In the month of January 1999 there has been already more
than 100.000 cadastral certification queries. Remember that
such a query is usually paid by its final user.

The final phase of the whole project is running in 1999
and aims at extending the range of services provided to end
users.
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